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Finding influential users in online social networks (OSNs) is an important problem with many possible useful applications. 

Many existing methods have been proposed to identify influential users in OSNs. PageRank and HITs are two well known 

examples that determine influential users through link analysis. In recent years, new models that consider both content and social 

network links have been developed. The Hub and Authority Topic (HAT) model is one that extends HITS to identify topic-specific 

hubs and authorities by jointly learning hubs, authorities and topical interests from users’ relationship and textual content. 

However, many of the previous works are confined to identifying influential users within a single OSN. These models, when 

applied to multiple OSNs, could not learn influential users under a common set of topics nor address platform preferences.  In this 

paper,  therefore proposed the MPHAT model, an extension of HAT, to jointly model the topic-specific hub users, authority users, 

their topical interests and platform preferences. and evaluate MPHAT against several existing state-of-the-art methods in three 

tasks: (i) modeling of topics, (ii) platform choice prediction, and (iii) link recommendation. Based on extensive experiments in 

multiple OSNs settings using synthetic datasets and real-world datasets from Twitter and Instagram, we and MPHAT is 

comparable to state-of-the-art topic models in learning topics but outperforms the state-of-the-art models in platform prediction 

and link recommendation tasks. This project demonstrate the ability of MPHAT to determine influential users within and across 

multiple OSNs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, 

Twitter and Instagram, have grown phenomenally in 

recent years. It was reported that as of August 2017, 

Facebook has over 2 billion monthly active users, while 

Instagram and Twitter have over 700 million and 300 

million monthly active user accounts respectively [1]. 

The vast amount of content and social data generated by 

these platforms has made them important resources for 

marketing campaigns such as diffusion of advertising 

messages and promotion of new products. Identifying 

influential users in OSNs is therefore critical to these 

marketing applications. Many research works have 

proposed methods to identify influential users in OSNs. 

For example, there are works that determine users’ social 

influence by network centrality measures [2], [3], [4], [5]. 

Other works adapted HITS [6] and PageRank [7] 

algorithms which were originally proposed to determine 

hub and authority web pages through analyzing the link 

structure of a web graph to identify influential users in 

OSNs [8], [9], [10]. Nevertheless, these existing works are 

either not topic specific or confined to identifying 
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influential users within a single OSN. Topic and platform 

specificities are important when analyzing the hub and 

authority users as they provide more insights  

 

2.  EXISTINGN WORK 

User relationships. Many previous works apply network 

centrality measures to identify influential users [4], [5], 

[16]. Kayes et al. [4] aggregated network centrality 

measures such as degree [29], betweenness [30], 

closeness [29] and eigenvector [31] to measure and 

identify influential bloggers. There are also works which 

extended HITS algorithm [6] to find influential users in 

OSNs. Romero et al. [8] proposed the influence-passivity 

(I-P) algorithm to measure Twitter users’ influence and 

passivity from their retweet activities. Gayo-Avello [15] 

applied HITS on Twitter follow links to identify and 

differentiate influential users from spammers. Shahriari 

and Jalili [17] modified the HITS and PageRank 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this work, we aim to model topic and platform specific 

hub and authority users across multiple OSNs. A simple 

approach for this could be to first apply the existing topic 

specific hub and authority models (e.g. HAT [14]) on 

multiple OSNs separately, followed by comparing the 

list of top  topical authority and hub users identified in 

the different OSNs. However, the topics separately 

learned from different platforms may not be comparable 

and thus making it is hard to compare users’ hub and 

authority across the OSNs. Another possible approach 

that overcomes the incomparability of latent topics 

learned from the different OSNs is to combine the 

multiple OSN datasets and learn the users’ topics, hub 

and authority scores from the single combined dataset.  

 
    Figure 1 system architecture 

In figure 1 illustrates that We also conduct experiments 

on synthetic datasets to verify the effectiveness of 

MPHAT in identifying platform-specific topical hubs 

and authorities underdifferent dataset parameter 

settings 

 

Limitations of existing work 

>There is less security on outsourced data duetolack of 

Generative Process for MPHAT Model. 

>Direct The system is less secured due to absence of 

Multiple Platforms Link Recommendation 

Generating posts:To generate the s-th post of user v, the 

post’s topic zv,s is first chosen by sampling from v’s 

topic distribution θv. Similar to previous works on 

modeling user content in social network [36], we assume 

that each post has only one topic as they are short with 

limited number of words or characters. The post’s 

content is then generated by sampling its words. Each 

word wv,s,n is sampled from the topic’s word 

distribution of the chosen topic (i.e., τzv,s), 

independently from other words. 

ADVANTAGES 

>We propose a topic-based model, Multiple Platforms 

Hub and Authority Topic (MPHAT) model,  

>jointly learns user topics, platform preferences, hub and 

authority users across multiple online social networks.  

Contribution work is as follow: 

We propose a topic-based model, Multiple Platforms 

Hub and Authority Topic (MPHAT) model, which to the 

best of our knowledge, is the first model thatjointly 

learns user topics, platform preferences, hub and 

authority users across multiple online social networks. 

We apply the MPHAT model on real-world datasets and 

demonstrate that (a) MPHAT is comparable to stateof- 

the-art topic models in learning topics from user 

generated content, and (b) MPHAT outperforms other 

models in user link 

 

3.1 FLOW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

WORKING MODEL 

we can first combine a user u’s generated posts and links 

from OSNs p1 and p2 into a single combined dataset and 

then apply HAT on the combined dataset. The problem 

with this approach is that it assumes u has identical hub 

and authority scores in the two platforms. In other 

words, if u is an authority on food-related topic in 

platform p1, she is also the food authority in platform p2. 

In the real-world context, this assumption does not hold 

as u might be more popular in one platform than the 

other We thus propose Multiple Platforms Hub and 

Authority Topic (MPHAT) model to learn users’ topical 

interests, platform preferences, topic-specific hub and 

authority scores simultaneously.  

https://deepai.org/publication/discovering-hidden-topical-hubs-and-authorities-in-online-social-networks#bib.bib36
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3.2.OSN Server 

In this module, the Admin has to login by using valid 

user name and password. After login successful he can 

perform some operations such as View All Users And 

Authorize,View Friend Request and Response,View All 

Matched Users,View All User Post Posts,View All Posts 

Recommended Details,View All Friend Recommended 

Details,View All Collusion Attacker Details,View Posts 

Scores Results ,View Collusion Attacker Results  

 

3.3.User 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. 

User should register before performing any operations. 

Once user registers, their details will be stored to the 

database.  After registration successful, he has to login by 

using authorized user name and password. Once Login 

is successful user can perform some operations like My 

Profile,View All Matched Users ,Search Friend and Find 

Friend Request,View All My Friends List,Add Post,View 

All My Post Posts,View All My Friends Posts ,View All 

Recommended Posts,All User Friends Recommended 

Details. 

 

3.4Searching Users 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Further more,Our experiments on synthetic datasets also 

show that our proposed model outperforms baseline 

method in identifying hub and authority users in 

multiple OSNs setting. For future works, we would like 

extend our model to include non-topical relationship 

among users. Currently, our model assumes that all links 

among users are topical although a user may follow each 

other for social reasons (e.g., they are friends). 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 
Screen 1: Home Page 

 
Screen 2 : Admin Login 

 
Screen 3:Admin Adding A Product Details  

 
Screen 4:List of User Postings  

 
Screen 5: Report showing Friends 
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 Recommend Details  

 
Screen 6: Report Showing Collusion Attacks 

 
Screen 7:Graph showing All Posts Ranks In Chart 

 
Screen 9:Graph showing Collusion Attacks  

 

 
Screen 10:Report Showing Matching Users 

 

 

 
Screen 11:Report Showing Posted Details 

 

5.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a novel generative 

model called Multiple Platform Hub and Authority 

Topic (MPHAT) model, which jointly models user’s 

topic-specific hubs,authorities, interests and platform 

preferences. We evaluated MPHAT using synthetic and 

real-world datasets and benchmarked against the 

state-of-the-art. Our experiments on Twitter and 

Instagram datasets show that our proposed MPHAT 

outperforms LDA and achieves comparable results as 

TW LDA in topic modeling. On platform prediction, 

MPHAT outperforms the TW LDA baseline method and 

is able to predict which platform. 
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